
Question    
1. a. What is the average 

temperature in New Delhi in 
May? 

Accept 29 or 30 degrees c. 1 

 b. Which city, New Delhi or 
Mumbai, has the most rainfall 
in August? 

New Delhi (560mm)  1 

 C. Which two months have the 
least average rainfall in 
Mumbai? 

April and November  2 

2. a.  What percentage of Indians 
are aged between 10-14? 

9.3% 1 

 b. Explain TWO reasons why 
there are more males than 
females in India. 

Award one mark for each of the following 
points. Award a maximum of two marks for 
a point if it is explained in detail.  
 
 Male babies are more desirable than 

female babies as they can work, gain 
money from marriage etc. 

 Female babies may be abandoned 
because they are not male. 

 Males may be more accurately 
recorded than females on birth 
certificates etc. 

 Women may have less access to 
medicine than men. 
 

Accept any other relevant 
points/explanation.  

4 

3.  a. Give one cause of air 
pollution in India? 

Factories, cars, wood fires or any other 
valid cause. 

1 

 b. Explain TWO problems that 
air pollution causes in India. 

Award a maximum of two marks for any 
two of these points. 1 mark if mentioned, 2 
if mentioned with explanation. Do not 
award marks for any points beyond the 
first two given.  
 
 Bad for health – breathing problems 

etc. 
 Visibility – smog can cause accidents. 
 Climate change – air pollution leads to 

the enhanced greenhouse effect and 
global warming. 
 

Accept any other relevant points. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4 



 

 

Level 1 Describes at least one reason that India is too big to make voting fair OR 
one reason it’s not. 
 
May not explain in detail and may not show an opinion as to the best 
method.  
 
Low quality of English – SpaG (Spelling, punctuation and grammar) 

1-3 

Level 2 Explains at least one reason why the statement is true, and at least one 
why it is not. 
 
Comes to a conclusion as to whether the statement is true or not, but 
may not explain this in detail.  
 
Good SPaG – some mistakes but not many.  

4-6 

Level 3 Complex explanations of both sides of the argument. 
 
Clear conclusion showing how/why the statement is either correct or 
not (must come down firmly on one side or the other). 
 
Excellent SPaG with very few errors.  

7-8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.  'India is too big to make 
voting fair.' 
Do you agree with this 
statement? Explain your 
answer. 
Aim to mention reasons why 
this is correct, and why it is 
not. You must come to a 
clear conclusion as to 
whether it is a true statement 
or not. 

For this question, use the following best fit 
from the table below. 
 
 

 



When you have found a mark out of 24, use this grid to show what grade you have achieved: 

Marks Grade 
10 or less 2 

11-14 3 
15 4c 
16 4a 
17 5c 
18 5b 
19 5a 
20 6c 
21 6b 
22 6a 
23 7c 
24 7b 

 

 


